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AbsYracY- Humanoid research bas made remarkable' progress better understanding of the inner workings of human 
during the past 10 years. However, currently most humanoids information processing. Our approach draws knowledge from 
use the target ZMP (Zero Moment Point) control akwitbm for related research areas such as neuroscience and biomechanics. 
bipedal locomotion, which requires precise modeling and 
actuation witb high control gains. On the contrary, humans do 
not rely on such precise modeling and actuation. Our aim is to 
examine biologically related algorithms for bipedal locomotion 
that resemble human-like locomotion. This paper describes an 

Here we will briefly introduce some related work Passive 
Dytlamic Walker (PDW and CPG (Central Pattern GeneraW. 
Both strategies are closely related to achieving buman-lie 
Walking. 

empirical study of'a neural oreillator for the control of biped 
locomotion. We propose a new neural oscillator arrangement 
applied to a compass-like biped robot. Dynamic simulations and 
experiments with a real biped robot were carried out and the 
controller performs steady walking for over 50 steps. Gait 
variations resulting in energy emcieney was made possible 
tbrougb the adjustment of only a single neural activity parameter. 
Aspects of adaptability and robustness of our approach are 
shown by allowing tbc robot to walk over terrains witb varying 
surfaces witb different frictional properties. Initial results 
suggesting optimal amplitude for dealing with perturbation are 
also presented. 

Keywordr: Neural Oscill~loi; . CenYral Panern Generator 
(CK); BipedLocomofion; 

I. INT~ODUCTION 

Humanoid research and development has made remarkable 
progress during the past IO years, for example: ASIMO 
(Honda) [l], SDR-4XII (Sony) [2] and HRP (AIST)'[3]. Most 
of these presented humanoids utilize the target ZMP (Zero 
Moment Point) tracking algorithm for bipedal locomotion. 
Z M P  is used to describe the stability of the system, and is used 
to control a system by following a target ZMP trajectory [4]. 
This control strategy provides a simple and straightforward 
method to permit biped robots to be realized. However, in 
order to accomplish successful locomotion this approach 
requires precise modeling and precise joint actuation with high 
joint control gains. 

In many ways human walking is quite different to that of 
current biped robots. Humans change joint stifhess by 
activating antagonistic muscles depending on the phase of the 
walking cycle. Humans touch the beel to the ground first to 
absorb collision-impact. The knee joint is extended in the 
middle of the stance phase to support the body weight - 
mechanically exploiting a singular posture. - 

A passive dynamic walker (PDW) can walk gently down a 
slightly inclined slope without any actuation; only gravitational 
force drives the robot. McGeer clearly showed that a walking 
motion can be realized intrinsically via mechanical design 
without any control input [5 ] .  An efficient, natural, and smooth 
walking pattem was successfully demonstrated - resembling 
that of human. L i e  PDW, humans also exploit body dynamics 
to minimize energy expenditure during walking. Therefore, the 
idea of a passive dynamic walker will help us in deriving a 
controller that can produce effective human-like walking. 

There is evidence showing that animals have inherent 
rhythrmc pattern generators within their neural circuitry [6]. 
Many attempts have been made to investigate biped CPG 
controllers that have self-adaptive properties to cope with 
environmental changes. raga successfully applied a CPG 
controller for an 8-link simulated planar biped model [7]. 
Antagonistic muscles for joint actuation were controlled using 
neural oscillators. In conjunction with appropriate neural 
connections and biologically based sensory feedback pathways 
- stable bipedal locomotion emerged. It is surprising that 
simple neural oscillators and their connections are adequate for 
bipedal locomotion. However, there is no analytical way to 
determine the parametets in the system; hand tuning is still 
required. Others have addressed this problem through 
parameter optimization [S][9]. 

Although many attempts have been made to investigate 
CPG controllers for legged locomotion, tbere are only a few 
successful experimental studies on actual robots. Noticeably 
Kimura's quadruped walker; it demonstrated amazing terrain 
adaptability and quick response against environmental changes 
[IO]. Their system includes sensory feedback to the oscillators, 
such as foot tactile sensors and a body inclinometer. The 
framework demonstrated promising results of the CPG 
approach. It cannot be directly applied to biped locomotion but 
has provided hints toward reali t ion of CPG controlled biped 

One of our goals is to develop biologically plausible 
bipedal locomotion algorithms. In doing so, we hope to gain a 

locomotion. 
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In this paper, we investigate experimentally CPG controller 
for biped control based on current howledge of biological 
systems. We address the problem of controlling a 5 - l i d  planar 
biped robot. Numerical dynamic simulation as well as 
experimental investigation is performed. The next section 
describes the biped model used. In Section III, the neural 
oscillator model and its arrangement are discussed. Section IV 
presents the CPG controller, implemented both on the dynamic 
simulator and on the real robot and compares experimental 
results. Additionally, the effectiveness of gait variation via 
changing the neural activity of the CPG is presented in Section 
V. 

11. BPED MODEL 
Figure 1 shows our experimental system: A planar robot 

with lateral movement restricted by a boom to its left. A direct 
drive actuation was selected in order to control joint stifhess 
and provide back drivabilily. The knee joint is a Wire driven 
system with reduction ratio of 2.0. Four.motors are mounted in 
total. Feet with rounded soles are installed to allow rolling 
contact, and to exploit dynamics of the robot as in PDW. The 
foot has radius is O.l[m] with a length of 0.06[m]. Leg states 
(stancekwing) are detected by foot switches. Mechanical 
properties of the biped are shown in Table 1. 

A numerical simulator was also developed for our studies. 
The simulator uses SDFAST (Parametric Technology COT, 
Inc.) for rigid body dynamics calculation. A simple spring- 
dumper model is employed to model reaction forces due to 
ground contact (see Appendix A). 

Although effective for initial evaluation, we believe that 
numerical simulation is not sufficient to fully explore 
applicable bipedal locomotion. This is primarily due to the 
difficulty of collision modeling between feet and the ground, 
which directly affects the movements of the robot. 

L i k l  
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III. CPG CONTROLLER 

A. Neural Oscillatnr 

commonly used to model CPG [I I]. 
The Neural Oscillator originally formulated by Matsuoka is 

= [x,r - ( 5 )  

where q, x2, v,, v2 are internal variables; rl, n, c, P, hj are 
constant parameters; g, y are input and output signals 
respectively. Any number of inputs g, can be applied to the 
oscillator, which can either be proprioceptive signals, or signals 
from other neurons. As shown in Figure 2, the input is arranged 
to excite one neuron and inhibit the other, by applying the 
positive part (kj],13 to one neuron and the negative part to the 
other. The inputs are scaled by a gain hj (Figure 2). Time 
constant rl and fi determine the output wave shape and its 
frequency. Neural activity c represents tonic excitation 
modulating output amplitude. Without any input signals g,  the 
neural oscillator can produce oscillation at its natural fiequency 
via r, and n. If g is large enough, and close to the oscillator’s 
natural frequency, the phase difference between input and 
output is tightly locked due to entrainment. It is impossible to 
analytically solve the above equations. However Williamson 
has numerically investigated relationship between sinusoidal 
input and the oscillator’s output in conjunction with the effect 
of the constant parameters [IZ], suggesting that an empirical 
exploration ofCPG for biped locomotion is feasible. 

B. Neural Oscillatnr Arrangement 
Previous approaches follow a physiological arrangement, 

directly connecting the CPG to each joint to model antagonistic 
muscles and CPG outputs are used as toque commands. 
However. it is not necessarily true that one joint is driven by 
only a pair of antagonistic muscles, as in cast of humans. 
Human’s musculo-skeletal system is actuated by multiple 
redundant muscles. For example, hamstrings and quadriceps 

,<.. .. . 

Figure 1. Lefl phpical system, Right: 5-link robot model 

Fiewe 2. Matsuoka Coupled Neural Oscillator 
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include double joint muscles that drive not only knee joint but 
also hip joint. Therefore, it may be natural to assume that some 
sort of signal conversion exists between CPG and muscles. 

Additionally, in terms of development for applicable biped 
robot controller, this arrangement makes it difficult to 
understand how each oscillator contributes to the overall 
behavior, for example, the height of the center of p v i t y  
because of duect kinematics actuation. Furthermore, @e neural 
oscillators are inhsically non-linear. As a result, it is very 
difficult to adjust the parameters for the complete system based 
on a high-level criterion, such as tbe prevention of falling. 

Inverse kinematics can be quite helpful for understanding 
the robot’s movement in Cartesian space. A CPG could 
produce horizontal and vertical motion directly. Although 
Cartesian control is common practice in robotics, but it is hard 
to believe that low level neural oscillators in biology would 
operate using Cartesian coordinates. Moreover, inverse 
kinematics requires avoiding singular postures. This motivated 
us to propose a ?ew CPG arrangement that .could satisfy both 
biological plausibility and ease of.comprehension We arrange - 
neural oscillators for a compass-like biped robot, decomposing 
leg movements into a linear motion (LM) controlling leg length 
and a swing motion controlling the leg angle (SM) (Figure 3). 

The compass-like biped is commonly used to approgmate 
human walking motion in biomechanics, and there exist 

-simulation studies that show sinusoidal linear motion and 
passive swing motion, given appropriate initial conditions can 
generate open-loop biped locomotion. The reaction forces 
profile is quite similar to human walking [13]. Therefore, we 
consider the compass-like biped as a biologically plausible 
model. 

Additionally, the model decomposes leg function into 
weight support and thrusting force generation. They provide an 
easy way to intuitively understand the robot’s motion. In this 
paper, we assume the existence of a local controller between a 
CPG and a muscle tbat drives each joint depending on two 
distinctive leg functions: weight supjorf and leg swing. In other 
words, CPG outputs are not utilized for joint level commands 
but as controlling leg functionality. 

C: Neural Oscillator Connection and Feedback Pathways 
We assumed that a single oscillator drives one decomposed 

motion (LWSM) and the oscillator output is a position 
command for each movement. Right and lefl neurons are 
connected by mutual inhibition to generate symmetrical motion 
(Figure 3). 

We explored feedback pathways for each oscillator to 
produce a walking pattern that would cope with the interacting 
environment. We decomposed walking motion into stepping 
motion in place, and swing motion before combining them to 
produce the overall walking motion. The stepping motion 
witbout propulsion is achieved by LM, performing leg lifting 
and body support alternately. If the leg swing motion 
cooperates with LM with the proper phase, walking motion is 
produced. 

Figure 4 shows stepping motion in place and the 
experimentally derived feedback pathways. The body pitch 

.. 

oscillation was generated by LM via an inverse phase 
expansion and contraction. When both legs are in the stance 
phase, the body pitch angle is fed back to LM to prevent falling 
fiom occurring; this is done by adjusting the leg length. For 
example, if the body inclines forward then the length of the 
fiont leg increases and the hind leg decreases to generate a 
backward recovery movement. We intmduce a “stability 
measure”, as an indicator to switch feedback pathways because 
pitching angle arises an opposite activation for LM depending 
on foot placement. We approximate the stability measure by 

Figure 3. Compass-like biped and neural willator arrangement 

Figure 4. Feedback pathways for linea motion 

Figure 5. Feedback pathway for swing motion 
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the distance between foot position and the projection of the hip IV. EXPERIMENT 

and a steady walking gait &s established. f i e  robot produced 
steady walking for over 50 steps with a typical walking period 
and velocity of 0.4 [dstepl and 0.47 [ d s ] .  

iengrn IS aecreasm. 

We empirically examined the neural oscillators' parameters 
wine the real robot and were able to achieve stable steming ._ - 
m o t b  that can cope with small disturbances. The parameter 
for the SM feedback pathway is also derived through 
experimentation, as shown in Figure 5.  To induce cooperative 
movements LM output is directly fed into SM input. That is, 
SM takes forward maximum position with minimum leg length 
and takes backward maximum position with maximum length. 
This p a h u e  emulates the gravitational driving force of a PDW 
and provides forward falling motion. (see Appendix B for . .... . . ..\ 

The controller was implemented on both a dynamic 
simulator and on a real robot. Results of steady, constant 
walking are shown in Figures 6 (dynamics simulation) and 7 
(experiment). The actual hip joint is entrained with constant 
phase delay compared to the neural oscillator output and the 
actual knee joint produced a large deviation from the desired 
posture when legs touched down. These errors resulted born 
low control gains. In terms of trajectory tracking control, these 
deviations indicate low joint ~ accuracy. Conversely, the aaainoniu aerau.) 

0.2 

".I 

n.0 D ,  I , ,  1.1 L" :I 3." 

.I ~ 

Asglelradd] 

Figure 6.  Simulation results (a) hip joint frajectory, @) k n e  joint 
trajatory, (e)  fwt state, (d) phase plot of hip joint 

Anglclrad] 

Figure 7. Experimental results: (a) hip joint trajectory, @)knee joint 
trajectory, (c) fwt state, (d) phase plot ofhip joint 
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controller effectively exploits the low gain with a virtual 
spring-dumper property to ahsorb the impact during leg 
touchdown. This result also indicates that walking movement is 
strongly related to joint gains. 

Phase diagrams are shown in Figure 6 (d) and Figure 7 (d). 
They illustrate stable limit cycles for both simulation and the 
real robot. There are large angular velocity changes at leg 
touchdown, indicating tbat tbe relative vertical velocity 
between foot and ground is not zero. If joints are controlled 
rigidly to follow a nominal ZMP trajectory, the robot cannot 
cope with such a high frequency impact. As contemporary 
humanoids walk with unnaturally stealthy steps, producing 
motion that is unlike human motion. Humans effectively 
exploit heel strike to adjust walking velocity. Therefore, our 
controller is closer to human walking than ZMF'. A large 
difference is shown'between simulation and experiment during 
the touchdown phase. This is due to the difficulty of impact 
modeling in simulation. 

With regard to step cycle, the real experiment shows a step 
cycle of 0.39 [s/step] whereas the natural frequency of the 
neural oscillator was 0.33 [sistep]. This indicates that tlie step 
cycle was altered due to entrainment, thus exploiting hcdy 
dynamics effectively. 

Robustness during walking was confmed via the dynamic 
simulation and the robot implementation. In the simulator, we 
applied a forward perturbation force at the body (link 3) for a- 
duration 0.2 [SI at ,random intervals and using a typical 
parameter set the controllef could cope with up to: 3.7 M. 
Robustness depends on the stride length in terms of the 
stability measure. Figure 8 shows the relationship between 
oscillator activity parameter c in (I)  and (3), which is 
proportional to stride and maximum allowable disturbance. 
Gait changes are discussed in the next section. 

We also made ,walking experiments on diff.ent surfaces 
with different friction property (Figure 9, a metal sheet 2[mm]. 
thick, a cork sheet 3[mm] thick and carpet). Photos were taken 
every half second. The controller could deal with this friction 
property changes without any problem. After walking through 
this area, perturbed gait pattern converged to a stedy gait 
within 2 to 3 cycles due to neural oscillator entrainment, and 
the robot continued to walk steadily. 

V. GAIT VARlATlON 

We observed step length variation through the experiment 
depending on initial condition. For example, sometimes the left 
leg step was larger than the right leg step. Even in this case, the 
robot walked steadily walking without falling over. We 
investigated gait variation to improve walking efficiency by 
changing c and measured the resulting walking velocity and 
mechanical power consumption to derive walking efficiency 
measured by specific resistance E [IS]. The smaller E indicates 
the higher energy efficiency. 

We could modulate the parameter c between 2.0 to 4.0 
effectively. Walking failed outside of this range, as the smaller 
the c value, the smaller the step length. Larger c values result in 
greater touchdown impact, disturbing stability. Interestingly, 

4 r- 

- CPG,C' 
I '  
I 5  2 5  3 5  4 5  

Figure 8. Relanonshtp between neural aenvlty and mamum 

Figure 9. Walking on diffemt s&e 

Figure IO. Gaitvariation: (a)c=2.O,6=O0.169, ( b ) c = 3 . 5 , d . 2 9 4  
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Figure 11. New1 activity and energy efficiency 

(a) power carrumption, @) ve~oclty aod specific resistance E 

we found that smaller c gives rise to a more graceful walk and 
larger c produces energetic marching like walk (Figures IO a 
and b). 

Figure 11 shows the relationship between c and walking 
velocity, and the associated mechanical power consumption 
and specific resistance. Mechanical power consumption was 
calculated from the actuator torque command and the measured 
angular velocity. 

Specific resistance E was obtained from power divided by 
measured velocity, mass, and gravitational acceleration. 
Experimental power consumption was 3 4  times higher than 
that of simulation. This is primarily due to inaccuracy of 
modeling of the impact. However, it was useful in providing an 
initial qualitative measure for our comparison. 

Changing the neural activity c did not significantly affect 
the walking velocity of the robot. It seems that the round foot 
shape and body dynamics actively conhibutes to walking 
velocity. Thus, walking velocity is determined by body 
dynamics, like a passive dynamic walker. Since this property is 
unavoidable for a dynamics dependent walker, different control 
strategies, such as posture control, may be needed to be 
investigated for slow walking, perhaps through ankle joint 
actuation. Larger neural activity c, required greater 
consumption of power. Minimum specific resistance was 
obtained at minimum c=2.0. However, the smaller step length 
decreased stability measure, so there is a trade-off between 
walking efficiency and stability. Thus, optimum c is expected 
to be 2.0 to 4.0, providing energy efficiency and stability. 

Additionally, applied eleceical power consumption was 
approximately 3 4 0 m  at ~ 2 . 0  and actuator efficiency was 
only 0.7%. The same tendency was reported by the Spring 
Flamingo aiming at high efficient walking [16]. These results 
obviously show the importance of a careful hardware 
implementation in practice. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we applied a biologically inspired walking 

algorithm to an actual experimental setup and compared 
between simulation and experiments. A neural oscillator 
controller was implemented on a planar biped. We proposed a 
new neural oscillator arrangement, for a compass-like biped 
model, that decouples leg length and leg angle control. Then 
neural connection and feedback pathways were investigated by 
empirical exploration and the controller implemented on a 
simulator and an experimental setup. We confirmed that the 
robot bad a robust, steady walk and the simulation results 
showed similar tendencies as the experimental results. Finally, 
we discussed gait variations thmugb neural activity that 
improve walking efficiency. 

Currently we are studying velocity control by changing 
both the time constant and the neural activity. Though the 
range is not large, we experimentally verified velocity could be 
adjusted from 0.4 - O.S[m/s ] .  Velocity largely depends on foot 
shape, so optimum radius and shape should be M e r  
investigated. 

In this paper, we dealt with steady state walking and it was 
difficult to initiate walking. Transition controllers and posture 
controllers should be investigated in the future. 
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APPENDIX A GROW CONTACT MODEI 

x, y denote foot position, and xp. y,  are the ground contact 
points. Reaction forces are modeled as following. 

if Y < Y ,  

if Y Z Y ,  

F, = 0 ,  F,=O 642) 

F, Fy aTe the horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces, 
respectively. We set the horizontal spring coefficient k=3000, 
and dumping coefficient b,=IO. For the vertical direction, 
4=30000, and by =loo. A slippage model is established using 
the following condition; if F, > po F,, then slip occurs. p ~ 1 . 0  
is the static fiiction coefficient. 
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APPENDIX B: CPG PARAMETERS, FEEDBACK PATHWAYS, 
AND JOINT KINEMATICS 

Common parameters for all neural oscillators: 

7, =0.6,7, =1 .2 ,p=2 .5 ,~=2 .0  

Tonic excitation c (when c=2.05, output amplitude = 1 .O): 

2.0 5 cm S 4.0, cll, = cs,/ 3.0 

Neural connections for right-and-left inverse phase Figure 3 
h=0.5 

gl&sn- = Y,,,.,,. , gR+<Lw = YI&m 

gl.f.lM = .vni@.LM gfi,&.LM =?&.U# 

Swing phase: h = -0.15 

Feedback pathway for linear motion. 

k'Mr =1.0, kL,]-=-l.o 

h = 

h = -0.5 (SlobifipMatum t O.O6[m]) 
0.5 (SlobilipMarure 2 O.OS[m]) 

k L M r  = ' W ,  kLM1- = 

Feedback pathway for swing motion. 

h=0.5 

glq.SW =?&LM, g8tau.SW 'yW.Uf , 

Relation of oscillator output and joint command (Figure 12) 

' e = - A r w . ~ s w  - A , , . Y ~ ,  

8, = 2. A,, y,, 

A,, =4.0 [degb AIM = I 3 3  [deg] 

where AsW , A,, are swing and linear motion amplitude, 

PF=4.O[N.m/rad1 D,,=O.OS[N.m.s/rod] 

respectively. Servo gains are set as follows. 
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